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data from an April issue
From 1920 to 1935 the
cerns, inns, hotels and
territories belonging to

of the "Yugoslovenski Lloyd”.
number of commercial con
restaurants increased in the
Old Serbia from 24.089 to
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FOOTBALL
The new season has so far not done much to bring
credit to the football sport of Hungary; both the
League teams and the Representative Team had re
mained far below their usual level. The results of the
matches that have been played so far do not say much
for the good name, the vigour and skill of Hungarian
football. The lack of good management, the bad train
ing system, and the over-working of players were
bound to affect the results. The unanimous protest
of Hungarian sportsmen and the sporting press will
no doubt help Hungarian football sport to recover
its former good name, to which it is fully entitled by
its high technique and excellent methods.
The 16. Italo-Hungarian match played at Turin
ended in a well-deserved victory of the Italian team,
though the latter, too, was far below its accustomed
level. In short: a weak Italian team was playing
against a Hungarian team which was weaker still.
Drawing the balance of the international matches of
these two countries we find eight victories for Italy
and four for Hungary, while four matches were drawn.
The total of goals is 32:30 for Italy.
The Representative Team of Hungary displayed a
similarly weak form at the last Yugoslav-Hungarian
match in Budapest. Yugoslavia's football sport has
shown a remarkable progress in recent years, mainly
as a result of the rivalry between Belgrade and
Zagreb. The match was a draw (1:1). The Hungarian
team, which had been taking part in very hard finals
some days before, was rather heavy and tired, which
made it all the more easy for the quick and
enthusiastic Yugoslav team to bring the match to a
tie, that may well be taken for a real victory.

TENNIS
The tennis sport of Hungary has suffered an ir
reparable loss by the death of M. B6la Kehrling,
Hungary's champion for years. This was not unknown
in England either; for all those who had the pleasure
to be present at the wonderful championships at
Wimbledon, on the Riviera and elsewhere, had an
opportunity to witness the excellent achievement of
the deceased Hungarian champion, whose play was
distinghished above all by fair play and modesty. He
was also a first class all round athlete, an excellent
football and hockey player, besides being a tennis
champion. As a token of the extreme sympathy he
enjoyed in England, the British press commented on
his death in numerous articles; in a report written to
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41.833, while in the other parts of the kingdom it
decreased from 100.234 to 87.682.
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the "Daily Telegraph" Wallis Myers points out that
the deceased Hungarian champion might well have
played for any first class English club with his calm,
polite manners, his absolute courtesy towards every
opponent, and his perfect skill. Had the Great War
not broken his magnificent career in two, he might
well have been counted among the best who have ever
figured at Wimbledon.
The Yugoslav-Hungarian match played at Bel
grade ended in a draw (3:3), while the Davis Cup
match between Belgium and Hungary ended in a
Belgian victory of 3:2.

FENCING
After the Hungarian victories at Budapest the
Italians hoped to carry the field at Meran, where the
Italian team of four was composed of the best
champions: Marzi, Gaudini, Pinton, and Masciotta, to
meet the Hungarian team numbering such excellent
fencers as Berczelly, Kovacs, Rajcsanyi, and Rajczy.
The Hungarians, however, dealt a severe blow to the
tlalians, who gave up the fight after the Hungarian
team had scored 9:5.

MOTORING
The first Hungarian Grand Prix this year was
held at the beginning of May in glorious sunshine.
The magnificent track 5 kilometers in length is being
made more complicited by 11 bends each on the left
and right. The most successful motors were B. M. V„
D. K, W., and Puch machines. The results were as
follows:
Sidecar motors; up to 600 cubic cm.: 20 rounds,
100 km. Georg Mach, Austrian (Sarolea) 1:15, 06.30,
1000 cubic cm.: Karmann, German, (D. K. W.),
1 h., 11 min., 5.75 secs, an average of 84 km., sole
winner,
Solo cars; up to 250 cubic cm.: 35 rounds, 175
km.: Winkler, German (D. K. W .), 1 h., 51 min., 51.7
secs.
350 cubic cm., 40 rounds, 200 km.: Deimel, Aust
rian (Velocette), 2 h., 13 min., 13.73 secs.
500 cubic cm., 50 rounds, 250 km.: Gall, German
(B. M. V.), 2 h., 28 min,, 44.25 secs, an average of
104 km.
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